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Abstract

Systematic literature reviews (SLRs) are an effective way of mapping a research field and synthesizing research evidence. However, especially in communication research, SLRs often include diverse theories and methods, which come with a considerable downside in terms of reproducibility and replicability. As a response to this problem, the present article introduces the method of standardized sampling for systematic literature reviews (STAMP). The method is a structured, four-stage approach that is centered around score-based screening decisions. Originating from principles of standardized content analysis, a method common in communication research, and supplementing established guidelines like Cochrane or PRISMA, the STAMP method contributes to more transparent, reproducible, and replicable SLR sampling processes. As we illustrate throughout the article, the method is adaptable to various SLR types. The article also discusses the method's limitations, such as potential coder effects and comparatively high resource intensity. To facilitate the application of STAMP, we provide a comprehensive guideline via the Open Science Framework that offers a succinct overview for quick reference and includes practical examples for different types of SLRs.
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1. Introduction

Systematic literature reviews (SLRs) are an effective way of mapping a research field, synthesizing research evidence, and distinguishing "between real and assumed knowledge" (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006, p. 2).
However, when applied in the social sciences, such as in communication research, scholars often face a theoretically and methodologically diverse range of publications that do not permit quantitative summarization of results. For example, when summarizing evidence on the production or use of news, literature samples might well include both semi-structured interviews and ethnographies as well as standardized or automated content analyses and experiments (e.g., Anter, 2023; Melchior & Oliveira, 2022). Furthermore, the research interests of SLRs in communication research often extend beyond synthesizing knowledge on a specific question. Instead, these SLRs repeatedly aim to build theories, critically investigate a research field, and identify its weaknesses and research gaps (e.g., Engelke, 2019; Ratcliffe et al., 2022; see also Paré et al., 2015). Against this background, traditional meta-analyses that aggregate quantitative data from similar studies to determine an overall effect estimate (Davis et al., 2014) are often unsuitable for SLRs in the field of communication. Instead, quantitative analysis is primarily employed for mapping the research field in terms of study characteristics and theories as well as applied methods (e.g., Kümpel et al., 2015). For synthesizing existing evidence, many SLRs also apply qualitative techniques such as textual analysis (e.g., Humayun & Ferrucci, 2022) or open coding of relevant text parts (e.g., Belair-Gagnon & Steinke, 2020). However, despite the necessity and utility of these mixed-methods or qualitative SLRs, these approaches come with a considerable downside in terms of reliability and reproducibility. In fact, it is hardly possible to calculate reliability scores for qualitative content analysis, nor is it feasible to reproduce the analysis precisely since qualitative techniques generally allow for more interpretive freedom. Against this backdrop, the screening and selection process of the publications becomes even more critical for the diverse range of SLR efforts in communication research, including (partly) qualitative, quantitative, computational, or mixed-methods SLRs. Accordingly, this article addresses the need for improved reproducibility and replicability in SLR samples given a heterogeneous research field, advocating for using standardized content analysis to systematically apply eligibility criteria to literature selection.

To date, to the best of our knowledge, this issue has not been thoroughly addressed in established practical guides for SLRs nor in existing SLRs. For instance, while Petticrew and Roberts (2006) offer detailed information about developing criteria for the inclusion or exclusion of publications and conducting the literature search, they appear to “skip” the critical step of applying the criteria to the publications resulting from the literature search. Similarly, the PRISMA protocol (Page et al., 2021, Item 8), which many SLRs in the field of communication already adhere to (e.g., Melchior & Oliveira, 2022; Pirkis et al., 2019), the SLR preregistration form recently provided by van den Akker et al. (2023), and the guidelines provided by the Methods of Synthesis and Integration Center (Pigott & Polanin, 2020) emphasize the importance of the screening stage and discuss different approaches (e.g., priority screening for only highly relevant records or single screening of all records). Still, they neither offer guidance on how to apply the eligibility criteria systematically to specific parts of the publications nor do they elaborate on efficiently documenting the screening and selection process—especially for the sake of reproducibility.

Correspondingly, many existing SLRs in the field of communication describe both their literature search procedure and the development of their criteria in a detailed manner (e.g., Belair-Gagnon & Steinke, 2020; Engelke, 2019). However, information about the inclusion/exclusion process often remains limited to whether and when researchers applied criteria to the abstract or the whole text. In addition, it is often unclear under what criteria researchers consulted the abstract or the full text for their inclusion decision (e.g., Hase et al., 2023), or full texts are not consulted at all (e.g., Joris et al., 2020). In some cases, the description of the screening only comprises that “eligibility was determined” (Joris et al., 2020; see also
In response to the issues regarding the replicability and reproducibility of SLR sampling processes outlined above, we argue that the screening and selection of literature (i.e., sampling) significantly benefit from standardized content analysis, a method that is genuine to and prevalent within communication research (Haim et al., 2023, p. 280). The method is described as a valid and replicable measurement of texts’ meaning by assigning categories to content (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 18). This describes what standardized SLR sampling should involve: predefined categories (i.e., eligibility criteria) that are systematically applied to specific text parts in an academic publication (i.e., title, keywords, abstract, or full text). This coding provides the basis for inferring a publication’s fit with the SLR’s research interest. Understanding SLR sampling as standardized content analysis also means making use of the research techniques that have been developed to ensure reproducibility and replicability—methodological requirements that do not only apply to content analysis but have been dealt with prominently in the respective literature (e.g., Haim et al., 2023; Lombard et al., 2002). Most basically, applying these techniques instructs researchers not only to report the eligibility criteria and the inclusion results of their SLR sampling (as is already common for SLRs in our field) but also to plan, conduct, and document the whole sampling process systematically and transparently.

To guide this process, we propose a four-stage approach for systematically sampling publications applicable to the variety of SLR efforts in communication research. At its core, the procedure employs scores that quantify a paper’s eligibility for the respective SLR to standardize and protocol the sampling process, which is why we propose our so-called STAMP method for STandardized sAMPling. Specifically, the STAMP method includes:

- Stage 1: The development of eligibility criteria for including publications and reflecting the review’s objective and scope;
- Stage 2: The identification of potentially relevant literature through databases;
- Stage 3: Narrowing the sample by assigning an abstract-based screening (ABS) score;
- Stage 4: Determining the final sample by assigning each publication a full-text reading (FTR) score.

We particularly emphasize the importance of thorough documentation of every step in the review protocol, which functions as a codebook for the content analyses conducted in Stages 3 and 4, when the eligibility criteria are applied to the publications in order to deduce the score-based screening decision. This continuous documentation of each screening stage allows researchers to constantly reflect on the SLR’s progress to conform to its goals. The procedure also increases both the replicability and the reproducibility of the SLR’s findings: Using STAMP and its rigorous documentation enables both replicating the SLR with newly compiled literature samples and reproducing the coding process within the same literature sample. Another benefit of the proposed method is its customizability to different research questions and techniques: Our prior SLRs show that the procedure is convenient for both evidence-summarizing SLRs that investigate a clearly defined research field (Anter, 2023) and concept-building SLRs that have to iteratively approach a literature sample to provide a valid theory synopsis (Rogge, 2023). Moreover, our approach
involves the strength of measuring sample reliability as the ABS and FTR stages evaluate the content fit of publications by applying the principles of standardized content analysis to the SLR sampling process.

Importantly, we do not consider STAMP as a substitute for established SLR procedures, such as the Cochrane guidelines for systematic reviews (Higgins et al., 2023) or the PRISMA 2020 statement (Page et al., 2021). Rather, we see it as a supplement that refines the sampling process in order to increase the reproducibility and replicability of SLRs. Both the Cochrane and the PRISMA guidelines originate from the context of health care research, whereas STAMP is based in the field of communication. Thus, STAMP uses the opportunity to connect field-specific practices of communication research with established SLR guidelines. Inherently, the STAMP method aligns with guidelines established by Cochrane and PRISMA, employing their key practices such as using a review protocol, defining eligibility criteria, and documenting the search strategy. Additionally, STAMP provides more concrete guidance for inclusion and exclusion decisions than Cochrane and PRISMA, which merely stress the significance of this process in general and provide basic suggestions regarding the sampling process, such as pre-testing the eligibility criteria, training the (independent) reviewers (Cochrane), and transparently documenting the number of reviewers per publication (PRISMA). Moreover, while Cochrane and PRISMA primarily address possible bias within individual publications as well as bias within the SLR’s synthesis, STAMP focuses on the reduction of bias within the sampling process.

To present our methodological procedure and facilitate its adoption by researchers planning to conduct an SLR, we describe the standardized sampling method for SLRs in detail. In addition, we provide a guideline including practical examples where the method has been successfully tested in concept-building (inductive) and evidence-summariozing (deductive) SLRs via OSF. These SLRs cover diverse communication research areas, such as health communication, human–machine communication, and journalism studies, highlighting the adaptability of the STAMP method.

2. The Four Stages of STAMP

In this section, we present the method designed to guide communication researchers through a systematic and reproducible sampling process for SLRs. We introduce the four stages, as summarized in Figure 1, as well as their goals, procedures, and practical recommendations. There are different ways to apply the approach to SLRs, so a guideline including practical examples of the four-stage procedure is available on OSF (https://bit.ly/4atGsvN).

2.1. Stage 1: Eligibility Criteria

The primary goal of this stage is to transparently establish the scope and objectives of the SLR.

The foundation of this stage lies in the specification of a review protocol, an established way to document SLRs (Nightingale, 2009; for an example, see also Page et al., 2021). First, a review protocol summarizes essential components such as the study’s rationale, definitions of pivotal terms, and research questions/hypotheses. Second, the review protocol defines relevant keywords for constructing and validating the search string (Stage 2). To define the keywords for the SLR, researchers should choose keywords from pertinent literature as a starting point, such as background literature and related work (Mishra et al., 2009). The exploration of existing literature is crucial in order to identify synonyms for terms
in other disciplines or earlier works. This initial selection of keywords should be enriched by using the snowball method or own keywords. Third, the review protocol contains the SLR’s eligibility criteria, that is, criteria for deciding which publications remain in the literature review and which are excluded (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). These criteria comprise both formal (e.g., the language of the publications, publication years and types, countries of origin, and scientific disciplines) and content-related factors (e.g., topics or variables based on research questions). Defining and transparently documenting the inclusion and exclusion criteria is essential to enable a transparent research process. These eligibility criteria are also used for the ABS (Stage 3) and FTR (Stage 4). In a nutshell, the review protocol explicitly defines the observer-independent rules that govern the sampling process and are applied to all units of analysis in the abstract and full-text stages—a key requirement for replicability (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 19). Therefore, it is a central component of our method and it is conceived to take on the role of a codebook in Stages 3 and 4.

At its core, the first stage aims at setting up the review protocol and the eligibility criteria that ensure systematic alignment with the stipulated research objectives and scope. Thus, the first stage lies the foundation for an efficient and systematic review of the literature.

Is the SLR’s scope feasible? Researchers need to consider available resources when planning and conducting an SLR. Primarily, these resources include time, personnel, and access (to databases, literature, etc.). The availability of these resources will impact the duration of the SLR project. We suggest that researchers prepare a project plan and consider the possibility of reducing the SLR scope if resources are limited. Also, regardless of the available resources, one should be open to adjusting the project plan and scope once researchers become more familiar with the nature of their analysis material.

2.2. Stage 2: Literature Search

The main objective of this stage is to conduct a literature search and collect the sampling units for the content analysis in Stages 3 and 4, i.e., a dataset including all possibly relevant publications.
For this purpose, researchers define the search strategy in the review protocol and document the search. This documentation includes the search string (Bartels, 2013; Mishra et al., 2009) as well as all employed bibliographic databases, search engines, and repositories. A well-curated search string equips the team to discover a broad spectrum of related literature and is pivotal to discerning the core consistencies or discrepancies across the research landscape. The search strategy, and especially the search string, should be developed iteratively. Hence, exploring and documenting different search string combinations is essential. The quality of the search strategy can be assessed by the amount of possibly relevant literature that the search generates. For example, researchers can include only search strings that yield a defined number of results. Additionally, researchers should predefine pertinent publications, authors, or journals in the protocol whose appearance in the search results validates the search strategy. After defining and validating the search strategy, the actual literature search is executed and the results are transferred into a dataset, including the publications’ abstracts (see Stage 3). For all databases, search engines and repositories, the same search strategy should be applied. Duplicates resulting from searching multiple databases must be cleared in the dataset and logged in the protocol to ensure reliability.

The second stage revolves around systematically sourcing and organizing relevant literature—again, an already established procedure (Page et al., 2021). As a result, the first dataset of publications for the SLR emerges from Stage 2.

How to decide on databases? The selection of databases (e.g., Web of Science), repositories (e.g., arXiv), and scholarly search engines (e.g., Google Scholar) depends on the SLR’s underlying rationale. While field-specific databases (e.g., Communication & Mass Media Complete) are particularly relevant for SLRs focusing on a narrow and discipline-specific topic, others encompass a broader research landscape (e.g., Scopus; Falagas et al., 2008). If the SLR needs to include grey literature, researchers should also use “regular” search engines (Falagas et al., 2008). In any case, we recommend using multiple databases to combine the strengths of different providers.

How to decide on a narrow or broad search string? Depending on the SLR’s objectives and scope, search strings can either be sensitive (i.e., include a broad range of keywords and their synonyms) with the aim of exhaustion or specific (i.e., include a small selection of pertinent keywords) with the aim of precision (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). For example, concept-building SLRs could use a broader search string that employs multiple theoretical dimensions or incorporates interdisciplinary approaches. In comparison, SLRs aiming to summarize evidence on a specific question might use a narrower search string. However, depending on the characteristics of the research field, it might also be necessary to use a more sensitive search string. This means a search string does not only depend on the type of SLR but must also capture the scope of the research objective. Thus, an evidence-summarizing SLR can also use broad terms in the search string if the associated research question requires this search approach. Options to expand the search string include the generous use of synonyms (Anter, 2023; Rogge, 2023) or wildcards (Kunze, 2024). Importantly, a broad search string inherently results in a larger data set, which may require drawing a random sample in Stages 3 or 4 to render the SLR feasible.

How to create a search string? We recommend using advanced search techniques such as Boolean operators, truncations, and wildcards in search terms to amplify the search’s reach (e.g., Bartels, 2013; Mishra et al., 2009). Here, different databases might have distinct requirements, such as word limits causing minor variations in
the search string. To assure the search's reproducibility and replicability, the review protocol should contain every search string and, if applicable, additional filters and limitations used for the respective database or search engine.

What to do with additional literature? Researchers might identify additional relevant literature after the systematic search is carried out (e.g., through recommendations of colleagues or reviewers). If researchers consider ignoring this literature as detrimental, it is suitable to define an extended sample (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006), including all publications sampled because of the researchers' subjective decision. To ensure transparency, each publication's origin (systematic vs. extended sample) should be documented in the final sample.

2.3. Stage 3: ABS

The third stage focuses on an ABS of the publications collected in Stage 2. The primary purpose is to assess the compatibility of each abstract with the research objectives.

In Stage 3, researchers read all abstracts and assess their fit regarding the eligibility criteria. Therefore, inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Stage 1) are transferred into categories for a content analysis of the publications' abstracts (ABS categories), again defined in the review protocol, which now takes the function of a codebook. These categories are used to assess the fulfillment of the respective criteria through coding the abstracts. For each eligibility criterion, it is possible to use one or multiple ABS categories. While most formal criteria will only need one ABS category (e.g., language), using multiple categories for more complex content criteria (e.g., study findings) might be suitable. Moreover, as not every relevant section of a full article may be addressed in the abstract, it might be pragmatic to limit the ABS inclusion criteria to the presence of keywords in the abstract (e.g., a specific theory, topic, or method) and formal features of the publication (e.g., type). For instance, if an abstract mentions a relevant theory, concept, medium, method, or population, the respective category is coded with 1. As is apparent from this example, we recommend using binary coding, indicating whether an eligibility criterion (in the form of an ABS category) is met (1) or not met (0), but ordinal coding (e.g., 2 = met, 1 = possibly met, 0 = not met) is also reasonable for a more detailed evaluation. Additionally, researchers should adopt a "generous" coding attitude at this stage: In case of uncertainty about the fulfillment of a category, researchers can still include the respective publication and "postpone" the final decision to the following FTR stage. In order to ensure the reproducibility and replicability of coding, all coders should be provided with detailed coding instructions, precise definitions, and examples for each category (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 132). Additionally, as also highlighted in the Cochrane guidelines, we recommend coder training during which coders become familiar with the categories and code a small number of abstracts together with the head researcher, allowing the computation of intercoder reliability and quality assessments.

Based on the abstract coding, the ABS score is calculated as a sum index of all categories representing a publication's fit: the higher the ABS score, the better the fit. If multiple categories per eligibility criterion were used (e.g., several categories to assess the thematic fit), it is also possible to calculate separate scores per criterion. While an aggregated ABS score provides a holistic overview and simplifies the inclusion, scores per ABS category provide a more differentiated understanding of an abstract's alignment with various eligibility criteria. Usually, only publications that fulfill all ABS categories remain in the dataset. Alternatively, researchers can define a threshold value beforehand. The level of detail of the ABS assessment and the use
of thresholds depends on the requirements of the literature review. For example, evidence-summarizing SLRs usually want to include only studies that deal with a specific question. Therefore, it is usually sufficient to directly transfer the eligibility criteria in an aggregate ABS score and exclude all publications that do not reach their maximum value (e.g., Anter, 2023). A concept-building SLR rather employs multiple ABS categories reflecting different dimensions of the topic. In comparison to the evidence-summarizing SLR, the inclusion metric is less rigorous; abstracts must, for instance, address at least half of the ABS categories to remain for the FTR (e.g., Rogge, 2023).

Stage 3 comprises a truncated content analysis of the given abstracts. This screening process provides no analytical depth with regard to the SLR’s research questions. Instead, its purpose is filtering, distinguishing relevant from less relevant literature. The benefit of the proposed scoring technique lies in a transparent, reasonable, and reproducible evaluation of the abstracts. As a result, the ABS score determines the publications that remain in the dataset for Stage 4.

How to deal with missing abstracts? This is particularly likely if an SLR also includes chapters in books or edited volumes, which often do not provide an abstract. In these cases, researchers can calculate the ABS score based on the publication’s introduction and conclusion. Importantly, this “workaround” should be transparently documented in the review protocol.

Are the provided ABS decisions appropriate? Although it might be tempting, we do not recommend validating the ABS scores by delving deeper into the full texts. Not only could this cause self-referential loops, where researchers recurrently adjust the ABS categories and their coding decisions without moving to the next stage, but it also includes the risk of adjusting the ABS categories based on a potentially biased selection of full texts. To address uncertainty, we instead recommend using ordinal categories whose middle category indicates uncertainty. These publications can be re-assessed either during the next stage or at the end of the ABS phase. After reading a fair amount of both highly and hardly relevant abstracts, researchers usually gain sufficient experience to make clear coding decisions.

How to assure impartiality? An essential aspect of the ABS (and the FTR, Stage 4) is impartiality. For example, researchers might (unwillingly) be more generous with publications from scholars who are established and well-known in the field and oversee less prominent research that could be even more relevant. Therefore, researchers should ideally remain unaware of the authors behind each abstract/full text. A blind procedure is easily implemented in Stage 3 by anonymizing all bibliographic information in the data set (Stage 2) with an ID, which becomes the exclusive reference during Stages 3 and 4. Consequently, researchers can realize blind sampling at a low cost by using the export functions of today’s databases with subsequent anonymization.

How to incorporate tools for automation? Automation tools can assist researchers in dealing with a large number of relevant publications, particularly when coding for relevant formal and content-related categories in ABS and FTR. When integrating automation tools into the STAMP method, it is essential to thoroughly document in the review protocol which tools (when and with which settings/outcomes) were used. One example of an SLR automation tool is the open-source software ASReview (van de Schoot et al., 2021). ASReview employs a machine-learning algorithm trained by the researchers to rank publications regarding their relevance to the SLR. This training process should be carefully documented, as there is no standardized guideline for when to end the training. While ASReview has the potential to reduce the amount of
(irrelevant) publications that have to be screened during Stage 3, such automation tools limit the comprehensibility of the ABS coding and, in turn, the calculation of an ABS score. Consequently, while ASReview enhances efficiency, especially when a high number of publications have to be screened, it could hinder the detailed and transparent coding technique employed by the STAMP method.

2.4. Stage 4: FTR

In the final stage of the STAMP method, researchers perform an FTR of the publications remaining in the dataset and evaluate their fit with regard to the FTR categories by employing an FTR score. This stage aims to evaluate articles exclusively based on their contribution to the research interest and to create a final literature sample for the subsequent analysis and synthesis.

The FTR again utilizes content analytical principles to maintain consistency with the ABS stage. This includes creating an FTR category system with (binary/ordinal) categories, providing coding guidelines to ensure reliable assessment and comparability, as well as providing a coding scheme to document all coding decisions and the calculated FTR score(s). Therefore, similar to Stage 3, researchers create FTR categories based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria (eligibility criteria). As the FTR stage usually focuses on the publications’ fit regarding content, the content criteria based on the SLR’s research questions/hypotheses are transferred into concise categories—as before, documented in the review protocol serving as a codebook. For example, FTR categories could assess whether a publication investigates a specific variable relation or uses certain definitions and theories. Methodological aspects (e.g., study design) and results (such as effect sizes) might also be part of the FTR categories. Depending on the SLR’s objective and scope, the FTR categories may be identical to the former ABS categories. In these cases, the researcher can confirm or revise a coding decision from Stage 3 based on the full text. This approach is convenient in evidence‐summarizing SLRs with clearly defined research questions. On the other side, concept‐building SLRs may require a more iterative procedure, which implies specifying the categories from the ABS to the FTR stage. Iteratively developing categories based on the material is necessary when the scope of a category system cannot be estimated initially. Although this procedure includes more effort, it brings the benefit of pretesting categories, reflecting on the purpose of a category, and inductively developing categories based on the given full texts. Moreover, especially for SLRs focusing on theoretical constructs, determining the fulfillment of inclusion criteria through standardized categories might be challenging. In these cases, it is important that the category system provides indicative phrases (e.g., “anchor examples” that include typical phrases of a definitional approach) for each category to facilitate the coding process.

After preparing the category system, researchers (roughly) read the full texts and code whether they contain relevant passages or arguments. As with the previous stage, an unbiased approach is crucial, so the evaluation should ideally be conducted blindly using the ID of an article. In Stage 4, blind sampling can be efficiently implemented by saving the full texts using the ID and blanking all bibliographic information. Again, there are different options to create an FTR score. Binary coding is appropriate if researchers only want to decide if a full text contains important information to answer a research question/hypothesis. For instance, the FTR category “topic” could indicate if a publication deals with a topic within the scope of the SLR (1) or not within the scope (0). Another option would be to evaluate the importance of a publication per eligibility criterion, e.g., through categories counting relevant arguments that a full text provides. For example, if the SLR aims to derive a definition, the associated categories capture how many definitional statements the full texts contain.
As with the ABS, the FTR score can be calculated as a sum score per eligibility criterion or aggregated into a comprehensive FTR sum score. The FTR score then serves as an indicator of a publication’s overall importance regarding the review’s objectives.

Researchers transparently have to define the required value of the FTR score for a publication to remain in the final literature sample. Again, usually, only publications with the maximum score are included, as only these fulfill all required eligibility criteria. However, defining a score threshold (cut-off criterion) might be suitable as well. For example, concept-building SLRs that aim at defining a concept might be confronted with the problem that almost all publications meet the categories because most publications include (short) sections that define pertinent concepts. For synthesis, however, it is more useful to include only publications that contribute substantially to the definition of a concept. In this case, a defined amount (e.g., the upper third) of publications with the highest FTR score (which indicated the number of, e.g., definitional statements) is retained for the analysis. This approach follows the premise that publications with a higher FTR score are particularly suitable to answer the research questions/hypotheses.

In the FTR stage, researchers conduct a second truncated content analysis based on the full texts, ensuring each included publication contributes to answering the SLR’s research questions. Each publication is evaluated through FTR scoring based on clearly defined FTR categories. As a result, researchers end up with the final—transparent and reproducible—literature sample for the subsequent analysis and synthesis.

What if the dataset is too large to perform the FTR? Researchers’ resources might be insufficient for reading all publications included during the ABS stage. In this case, we suggest drawing a random sample from the ABS publications to proceed with the FTR scoring technique. A randomized sample presents a cross-section of the research landscape under investigation. Since all relevant publications have an equal chance to be considered for the FTR sample (and therefore the later analysis), this does not violate the systematic approach of the SLR and, thus, presents a valid alternative to full suspension.

How can the subsequent analysis be prepared during the FTR stage? We recommend copying the text passages that were decisive for the coding into a data extraction form (e.g., a spreadsheet or an online survey; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). Using additional software, such as survey tools, supports researchers to comfortably collect and synthesize data during the FTR stage, which reduces human labor costs and prepares the literature sample to be further processed during the phase of result synthesis by using automated content analysis. In addition, such software could not only be used to document the coding but also to automate the screening decisions (e.g., through IF/THEN conditions), which facilitates reproduction by future researchers.

3. Discussion

We introduced the STAMP method, a score-based sampling technique designed to enhance the reproducibility and replicability of SLRs by standardizing the literature selection procedure. Based on the principles of standardized content analysis, our proposed approach draws on the strengths of a genuine communication research method to offer advancements over preceding SLR methodologies, emphasizing aspects of scientific quality that are “seminal” for content analysis (Haim et al., 2023, p. 281) and add value to a diverse range of systematic research efforts.
3.1. Transparency and Reliability

Applying the STAMP method to SLRs improves transparency since each screening decision is systematically documented. In accordance with established approaches, our procedure also focuses on the review protocol (Nightingale, 2009), but deviates by integrating principles from standardized content analyses: The review protocol not only documents all decisions made while designing the SLR. It also serves as a codebook that transfers eligibility criteria into a comprehensive category system with transparent coding guidelines. Consequently, the abstracts and full texts yielded by the systematic literature search are not merely used for heuristically deciding on a publication's inclusion—They are units of analysis, systematically coded with intersubjective categories. These categories, in turn, lead to scores that quantify the publications’ relevance for the SLR. Through translating the selection process into two truncated content analyses during Stages 3 and 4, our approach also enforces standardized documentation, which enables assessing the reliability of the sampling. To be able to quantify the agreement of ratings from multiple coders is a fundamental prerequisite for replicability and reproducibility of content analysis (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 211). Hence, as for standardized content analysis, both intra-coder and inter-coder reliability scores can be computed for the ABS and the FTR stage, facilitating a reproducible and replicable sampling process.

To do so, each inter-coder reliability test should start with training, where all raters discuss the codebook. For example, an inter-coder reliability test could be conducted with two or three raters, which code around 10% of the dataset’s publications (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). After separate coding procedures, reliability coefficients can be calculated (for an example of inter-coder reliability assessment, see Joris et al., 2020). Both inter- and intra-coder reliability coefficients can be computed separately for each ABS/FTR category as well as for the overall ABS/FTR scores. We recommend calculating and reporting a variety of coefficients like Krippendorff’s alpha, Cohen’s kappa, and Holsti’s coefficient (e.g., Kunze, 2024). For Krippendorff’s alpha and Cohen’s kappa coefficients, it should be considered that homogeneity (i.e., little variance) and dichotomy (binary coding decisions like a criterion is met [1]/not met [0]) of the data could negatively influence those coefficients. Besides these coefficient-specific annotations, reliability tests still identify potential coder effects and increase the clarity and intersubjectivity of the ABS/FTR categories. Employing coefficients brings the benefit of a comprehensible decision basis for including/excluding categories after pretesting for the complete coding procedure, for example, defining 0.8 as the acceptance threshold for content-related and 1.0 for formal categories (Lombard et al., 2002, p. 593).

Reproducibility and replicability require open reporting (Freiling et al., 2021). Accordingly, the method section should include the research question(s), eligibility criteria, sample sizes during Stages 2 to 4, and information on the coding process (how many coders were involved in the sampling, when and how coder training took place, and coefficients for intra- and inter-coder reliability). As suggested within the STAMP guideline template (https://bit.ly/4atGsvN), the SLR’s appendix should additionally include the review protocol and the codebooks for Stages 3 and 4 (including definitions and examples for each category as well as the construction of the ABS and FTR scores). Ideally, ABS and FTR coding sheets with basic bibliographic information are also made accessible (for instance, via OSF).
3.2. Adaptability and Validity

In addition to the aforementioned advantages, one major methodological contribution of the STAMP method is its adaptability. STAMP is not only adaptable to different publication types—for the content analyses during Stages 3 and 4, it does not matter whether the studies are qualitative, quantitative, computational, or mixed-methods—but also to diverse types of SLRs (Paré et al., 2015) that are common for the interdisciplinary field of communication research. In our article, we repeatedly compared concept-building SLRs and evidence-summarizing SLRs. Our prior SLRs fit in that spectrum, demonstrating the STAMP method’s practicability. For instance, Rogge (2023), as a concept-building SLR, sought to unify a multifaceted term within an interdisciplinary research domain. This necessitated an inductive and iterative STAMP application: Every stage used standardized categories, but they were refined between Stages 3 and 4. In comparison, Anter (2023), within a well-defined research field and, therefore, at the evidence-summarizing end of the spectrum, utilized a rigidly deductive STAMP method with predefined criteria and fixed categories. Finally, our method remains fitting for intermediary SLRs such as the one by Kunze (2024), which combines both efforts. In this study, one research question aims to define a term (inductive, concept-building), while another investigates factors influencing the dependent variable (deductive, evidence-summarizing). Accordingly, the STAMP method was realized both with more fixed categories and categories based on an iterative reflection in relation to the available material.

In this sense, our approach also contributes to the validity of the literature sample: A thought-through and comprehensive codebook is the first step towards ensuring the validity of content analysis (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999, p. 266). Iteratively refining the eligibility criteria allows tailoring the respective categories to the unique material of analysis. At the same time, researchers are continuously forced to check the alignment of the sampled material with the SLR’s objectives. Nevertheless, another necessary step to ensure validity is to assess the coding decisions against external standards (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999, p. 266). Examples of these standards include using relevant literature and expert consultations when designing and defining the SLR, as well as using pertinent literature for validating the search string.

3.3. Impartiality and Intersubjectivity

Especially for coding latent variables such as the content of a text, objectivity is "not a realistic expectation" (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999, p. 265). In these cases, it is all the more important to ensure the intersubjectivity and impartiality of coding decisions. Building on the standards of content analysis, STAMP includes multiple efforts to tackle potential biases in the sampling process. Among others, this is the persistent focus on eligibility criteria and their application by trained coders and on the basis of an established coding scheme (Stages 1–4), combining strengths of different databases in the search strategy (Stage 2), and employing scores instead of heuristic assessments for screening decisions (Stages 3 and 4). During conducting an SLR, biases can also arise through priming effects when prominent authors or popular journals are prioritized over lesser-known publications that could, however, equally or even more strongly contribute to answering the research questions. This is particularly problematic when such biases lead to systematic exclusion (and therefore, discrimination) of certain scientific publications—for example, by scholars from the Global South (Chakravartty et al., 2018). The STAMP method’s hallmark is its blind assessment of the abstracts and full texts. We recommend disguising author names and—if compatible with the SLR’s formal eligibility criteria—journal names in the reading phases (Stages 3 and 4). This enables blind
sampling and prevents confirmatory tendencies or biased screening decisions. A paper is therefore judged based on its contribution to the research question, which means that every publication has the same chance of remaining in the sample as long as it fulfills the predefined and intersubjective assessment criteria. Accordingly, blind sampling increases impartiality and further reduces the risk of citation circles (continuously referring to the same authors within a particular topic), which would significantly limit the validity and intersubjectivity of the SLR's results.

4. Conclusion

SLRs are essential in synthesizing the abundance of available knowledge in the field of communication and related disciplines, building and further developing theoretical concepts, and consolidating empirical insights. Yet, the shortcomings of SLRs in our field often lie in their transparency, reproducibility, and replicability, challenging the foundation upon which syntheses are built. Recognizing gaps in existing methodologies, we proposed the STAMP method, a score-based sampling technique rooted in the principles of a method genuine to communication science: standardized content analysis. STAMP's methodological contribution in extension to existing SLR procedures is constituted in quantifying screening decisions and standardizing the sampling process. Further, several strengths characterize the method: transparency and reliability through full documentation and score-based screening decisions, adaptability to different SLR types, sustained validity evaluation, and measures towards increasing impartiality and intersubjectivity. The novelty of STAMP lies not in a sophisticated protocol or complex search strategies, but in a four-step model that guides and standardizes the sampling process for SLRs in a comprehensive and practical way. Moreover, since STAMP is rooted in a method genuine to communication science, it contains nothing alien to communication researchers, but brings together common methodological competencies with regard to systematic reviews and is, therefore, easy to adopt by communication scholars.

Many of the components of the STAMP method are already established. This applies not only to the definition of inclusion and exclusion criteria, as described above. Review protocols are already used in various SLRs in communication research as well (e.g., Melchior & Oliveira, 2022). Moreover, various SLRs in our discipline also include a precise description of the search string and the search results (e.g., Belair-Gagnon & Steinke, 2020) or distinguish between abstract and full-text screening (e.g., Ratcliff et al., 2022). However, due to a lack of publicly accessible documentation, replicability and reproducibility are often limited to single parts of the sampling process. Replicating and reproducing the whole sampling procedure is only guaranteed by a systematic and transparent approach as proposed by STAMP. Thus, applying STAMP for SLRs in our field would introduce an additional instance of control for these studies and their particular validity claim.

Of course, the STAMP method also comes with some limitations. Most obviously, while it ensures a reliable and valid sample construction, it only partially influences the reliability and validity of the synthesis itself: A proper sample is a necessary prerequisite for reliable and valid analysis but is not sufficient on its own. Additionally, as with every content analysis, the method is prone to coder effects. Consider, for example, learning effects: As coders become more experienced, their knowledge of the respective research field increases. Consequently, their coding decisions might become more elaborate, which would be detrimental to the validity as well as inter- and intra-coder reliability. Finally, the STAMP method is costly, as it includes detailed documentation, developing and pretesting codebooks and—if several coders are involved—training and supervising coders.
Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the STAMP method helps researchers to further increase the transparency and, ultimately, the reproducibility and replicability of SLRs. Via OSF, we provide a detailed yet concise guideline that encapsulates the four stages of STAMP and includes practical examples for inductive, deductive, and mixed SLR approaches.
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